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Abstract: Continuous increases in fuel prices and environmental awareness have raised the importance of reducing 

vehicle emissions, with many national governments passing anti-idling laws. To reduce air pollution and fuel 

consumption, we propose a frequency-based vehicle idling detection method to remind drivers to turn off the engine 

vehicle idling exceeds a certain time threshold. The method is implemented in existing handheld devices without any 

modification to the car or engine, making the solution cheap and simple to implement in any type of motor vehicle. 

Experimental results show the proposed method can effectively differentiate idling, engine-off, and moving 

conditions. Two implementation cases are presented to demonstrate the feasibility and performance of the proposed 

method. 
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Introduction 

In the last decade, the world population has grown 

from 6 billion to 7 billion. At the same time, living 

standards in many parts of the developing world have 

improved, driving increased sales of automobiles and 

thus increased engine emissions including pollutants and 

greenhouse gases such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen 

oxide, volatile organic compounds, and soot. Aside from 

their contribution to climate change, these pollutants 

contribute directly to a range of health problems, with a 

recent study indicating that in the United States 53,000 

early deaths occur annually because of vehicle emissions 

[1]. 

Driven by increased environmental awareness and 

fuel prices, many vehicle manufacturers today are 

committed to reducing vehicle emissions, in particular 

while the vehicle is idling. For example, start-stop 

systems automatically shut down and restart the engine 

when the vehicle is stopped to reduce idling [2, 3]. While 

idling and at low speeds, hybrid electric vehicles are 

powered by an electric motor rather than the internal 

combustion engine [4]. Other technologies allow for 

reduced fuel consumption without damaging the engine, 

and reduce or eliminate emissions [5-7]. 

 
Figure 1. Smog in Beijing [8]. 

Government initiatives to reduce emissions have 

included anti-idling laws [9]. For example, drivers of 

vehicles idling for over a certain time limit can in Taiwan 

can be fined up to NT$60,000. Such measures, however, 
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are difficult to enforce without the ability to accurately 

detect and record vehicle idling time. Tradition methods 

for detecting engine conditions focus on detecting 

transmission gear engagement, sensing torque or pulse 

signals from the vehicle engine compartment, detecting 

air input or displacement, or monitoring the temperature 

in the vehicle engine compartment or its surroundings. 

Then a speed signal is retrieved from the velocity meter 

to determine whether the vehicle is idling. However, such 

detection methods inevitably require potentially 

expensive modifications to the engine and vehicle, and 

are thus impractical. 

This paper describes low-cost and simple idling 

detection through the use of a standalone device or 

existing handheld device, thus requiring no modification 

to the vehicle or its engine. The use of such devices could 

encourage drivers to voluntarily reduce idling, thus 

reducing air pollution and fuel consumption.  

The proposed method requires a 3-axis 

accelerometer, a computing unit, and an output unit all 

of which can be found in many existing mobile devices. 

Instead of contact-type detectors, we use the 

acceleration to sense vehicle vibration, which can be 

detected anywhere within the vehicle. Then acceleration 

features are then extracted from vibration, and can tell 

us the vehicle is moving, idling, or engine-off. Thus the 

device can calculate idling time and remind the driver to 

turn off the engine. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 describes the proposed method, including the 

hardware/software structure, tilt correction, vibration 

analysis, and overall detection algorithm. Two 

hardware/software implementation cases are described 

in Section 3, and conclusions are drawn in Section 4. 

Frequency-based Idling Detection 

Hardware and Software Structure 

The proposed method uses vibration frequency to 

determine vehicle traveling conditions. Many techniques 

have been developed to sense object vibration, such as 

Piezo-film [10], Piezoelectric [11], Piezoresistive [12], and 

Capacitive sensing [13]. In fact, they all observe the same 

phenomenon, namely object acceleration. 

Accelerometers are now commonly embedded in many 

devices, such as smart phones and vehicle travel 

recorders, making it easy to obtain vibration information 

from a vehicle. 

Figure 2 shows the proposed hardware structure, 

including a bracket, a 3-axis accelerometer, a computing 

unit, and an output unit. The bracket holds the entire 

hardware assembly to ensure stable sensing. The 3-axis 

accelerometer senses the vibration level of the vehicle. 

The computing unit analyzes vibration information to 

determine vehicle travel conditions, and then calculates 

idling time, with results displayed by the output unit. 

Note that this hardware structure can be realized 

either in a standalone device or an existing device, such 

as smart phone, tablet PC, GPS, or vehicle travel recorder. 

 
Figure 2.Proposed hardware structure. 

Figure 3 shows the proposed software flow chart. 

Original sensed data from the accelerometer cannot 

reflect the real vibration due to the tilt problem, so a 

correction process is needed to first obtain real vibration 

data. Then vibration is transformed from the time 
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domain to frequency domain in which we extract 

features and categorize vehicle conditions. An alarm is 

triggered if the idling time exceeds a pre-defined T. The 

following sub-section describes each process in detail. 

 
Figure 3.Proposed software flow chart. 

Tilt Correction of the Accelerometer 

Figure 4 (a) shows the three dimensions that can 

be sensed by a 3-axis accelerometer, where Ax and Ay are 

the horizontal components and Az is the vertical 

component of sensed acceleration signal. With the 3-axis 

accelerometer, we can record a vehicle’s vibration and 

direction of movement. However, the accelerometer is 

very sensitive to device tilt and heading direction, which 

influences the accuracy of vertical and horizontal 

vibration analysis. Thus we require initial calibration to 

obtain accurate vibration measurements along each 

dimension. Here we solve only the tile problem because 

only vibration along the vertical direction is used. 

When the 3-axis accelerometer rests on a flat 

horizontal surface, it can sense gravitational acceleration 

from the earth, as shown in Figure 4 (a). In this situation, 

Az = g and Ax = Ay = 0.The direction of the gravitational 

acceleration is absolute, so it can be used to calculate the 

tilt angle of the accelerometer. Figure 4 (b) shows a case 

of tilt along the x direction. In this case, the tilt angle x is 

related to Ax and Az as follows: 

 

1tan ; sin ; cosx
x x x z x

z

A
A g A g

A
     .   (1) 

 

Figure 4 (c) shows another case of tilt along they 

direction. In this case, the tilt angle y is related to Ay and 

Az as follows: 
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Considering the case of tilt along both the x and y 

directions, we can combine (1) and (2) to obtain real 

horizontal and vertical components, noted as A’x, A’y, and 

A’z. Finally the following equations are used to correct 

the sensed acceleration. 
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Figure 4. 3-axis accelerometer: (a) three components of the 
acceleration, Ax, Ay, and Az; (b) tilt along x; (c) tilt along y. 

Frequency-based Vibration Analysis 

A vehicle’s vibration is mainly caused by engine 

vibration, vehicle motion, and road conditions. When the 

vehicle is moving, two facts can be observed. First, A’x 0 

or A’y 0 due to horizontal movement. Second, vibration 

level and frequency are unstable due to various road 

conditions, where ‘unstable’ means the variance is 

obvious. Therefore, we can differentiate whether a 

vehicle is moving or still from the above observation. 

The difficult part of idling detection is in 

determining whether the engine is on or off when the 

vehicle is still. Theoretically, the accelerometer should 

not sense any vibration when the engine is off. However, 

accelerometer inaccuracy and small ground vibrations 

can still result in nonzero sensed data. This signal could 

be treated as white noise, so no apparent features 

should be observed in the frequency domain. This 

situation will be illustrated in experiments described later 

in this paper. 

An engine idles at between 600 to 1000 rpm, 

causing regular vibration, the frequency of which can be 

recognized to indicate vehicle idling. Discrete Fourier 

Transform (DFT) is used to transform sensed data from 

the time domain to the frequency domain. 
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In (4), A’z(t) is the vertical vibration at time t, f(k) 

stands for the frequency representation of A’z(t), and N is 

the observation period. In the implementation, we use 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [14] to make the 

transformation more efficient. 
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We demonstrate several cases with sensed data 

and frequency after transformation. The experimental 

environment is in a Toyota Altis 2.0. The sampling rate of 

the accelerometer is 100Hz. The observation period N is 

set to 1800. All sensed data will be corrected first to 

ensure more precise vibration detection in the x, y, and z 

directions. Figure 5 (a) shows vibration in the time 

domain when the engine is off, and Figures 5 (b)-(d) 

respectively show its FFT the in x, y, and z directions. It 

can be seen that the accelerometer still sensed vibration 

in the time domain despite the engine being off. After 

transformation, signals are equally distributed to each 

frequency. This means the difference between each 

frequency and the mean value is close to the variance. 

Thus we can use the following constraint to recognize 

engine-off conditions. 

 

  1  for all f k h k    .   (5) 

 

In (5),  and respectively denote the mean and 

variance of function f. h1 is the given tolerance, in this 

case less than 210-4. 

 
Figure 5. Vibration whenthe engine is off: (a) in the time domain and (b) 

FFT in the x direction, (c) FFT in the y direction, and (d) FFT in the z 
direction. 

When the vehicle is idling, the accelerometer 

senses data very similar to that sensed in the previous 

situation, as seen in Figure 6 (a). However, differences 

can be found after FFT is performed. In Figures 6 (b)-(d), 

we can observe two obvious spikes that might be 

regarded as the feature of idling speed. 

One more situation should be taken into account: 

When a vehicle is idling, the driver may turn on some 

energy-consuming equipment(e.g., lights, radio, or air 

conditioner) thus changing engine speed. Here we use 

the air conditioner as atest because it consumes about 

20% to 30% of total energy during vehicle travel and thus 

adds a heavy load to the engine. Figure 7 shows signals 

measured with the air conditioner on. Figures7 (b)-(d) 

show additional spikes, but the original spikes are still the 

most prominent. Thus we can say that other equipment 

will also not seriously influence the feature of idling 

speed in the frequency domain. 

 
Figure 6. Vibration whenvehicle is idling: (a) in the time domain and (b) 

FFT in the x direction, (c) FFT in the y direction, and (d) FFT in the z 
direction. 

 
Figure 7. Vibration as vehicle is idling and air conditioner is on: (a) in 

time domain and (b) FFT in x direction, (c) FFT in y direction, and (d) FFT 
in z direction. 

Therefore, spikes are always apparent as long as 

the vehicle is idling, thus we use the following constraint 

to find the spikes to determine vehicle idling. 

 

  2'  for some 'f k h k    .  (6) 

 

In (6), h2 is a given threshold that is much larger 

than the variance . If (6) is true for some k’, the spikes 

produced by vehicle idling exist, thus the vehicle is idling. 

Idling Detection Method 

Based on the above observations and formulae, 

Table 1 presents the proposed idling detection algorithm 

which is an infinite loop. At the outset, sensed 

information (Ax, Ay, Az) is retrieved from the 3-axis 

accelerometer. After tilt correction, we get horizontal 

vibrations A’x and A’y. Let h be the sensing error bound of 

the accelerometer. Apparently the vehicle is moving if 

A’x>h or A’y>h. Otherwise, FFT is performed on A’z(0) to 

A’z(N) to get f(k). Then the mean  and variance  of f(k) 

can be found. With and , Line 13-20 can be formulated 

to the following terms that represent the three vehicle 

conditions. 
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Finally, the alarm will be triggered if idling time 

Time is greater than a pre-defined T. 

Table 1. Idling detection algorithm. 

Implementation 

This section presents two cases implementing the 

proposed method, using an Android phone and a 

standalone device. 

Implementation on Android Phone 

We chose Android as our target platform since 

Android provides a comprehensive 

platform-independent development environment (via 

Eclipse), while special hardware is needed to develop 

apps for iOS. The Android APIs provided by Google offer 

a convenient way to use sensors embedded in the mobile 

devices. Table 2 below lists the supported sensor types in 

Android 4.x. 
 

 
 
 

 

Table 2.Sensor types supported in Android 4.x. 

Sensed data from the embedded 3-axis 

accelerometer are needed to detect vehicle travel 

conditions. Figure 8 shows the software architecture 

used to detect idling and provide the user with visual or 

audible feedback. 

The app first gathers data sent from the Android 

API and arranges it into a special data structure for 

frequency (spectrum) analysis. The raw data is then 

processed and displayed on the screen. When sufficient 

data has been collected for detection, a specific amount 

of data is processed through the idling detection 

algorithm, and features are extracted to determine 

vehicle conditions. Once the condition is detected as 

“idling”, the idling duration counter is activated. When 

the counter exceeds the idling time limit, the app will set 

of an alarm to alert the user. If the condition is detected 

as “engine-off” or “moving”, the idling duration counter 

will is reset. The user interface is updated every time the 

latest motion status is determined, displaying 

easy-to-understand visual status indicators. 

 
Figure 8. Software Implementation architecture for Android. 

 

Idling detection loop 

1 LOOP 

2 FOR t = 0 TO (N – 1) 

3 (Ax, Ay, Az) = GetAccInfo(); 

4 x = tan-1Ax/Az;  y = tan-1Ay/Az; 

5 A’x = gsinx;  A’y = gsiny; 

6 IF (A’x>h) OR(A’y>h) 

7  Time = 0;VehicleCondition = Moving; 

8 GOTO LOOP; 

9 ELSE 

10 A’z(t) = Az– gcosx cosy; 

11 f(k) = FFT(A’z, N); 

12   (, ) = GetMeanVariance(f(k)); 

13 IF(>h’)THEN 

14 Time = 0;VehicleCondition = Moving; 

15 GOTO LOOP; 

16 ELSEIF(|f(k)-| < + h1k) THEN 

17 Time = 0;VehicleCondition = EngineOff; 

18 GOTO LOOP; 

19 ELSEIF(k’s.t.|f(k’)-| <h2)THEN 

20 Time = Time + 1;VehicleCondition = Idle; 

21 IF(Time>T)THEN 

22 AlarmTrigger(); 

23 GOTO LOOP; 

Supporting Sensor Types 

Accelerometer Ambient Temperature 

Gyroscope Light 

Magnetic Field Orientation 

Proximity Relative Humidity 

Temperature Gravity 

Linear Acceleration Rotation Vector 

Pressure  
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Figure 9 shows our software interface with (a) to (d) 

respectively representing engine-off, idling (not timeout), 

moving, and idling (timeout). Figure 9 (e) shows the user 

interface on an HTC One, with the device held in a 

dashboard-mounted bracket. 

 
Figure 9. Software interface on Android. 

Implementation on Standalone Device 

This implementation combines a car charger, a 

MCU board, an accelerometer sensor board, and a 1.5” 

OLED into a standalone device which can be powered by 

the car’s cigarette lighter. The MCU board contains a 

MCU core TI MSP430 and an ADC chipM430F5438A 

which converts analog acceleration signals into digital 

signals. The MSP430 contains an embedded version of 

the proposed idling detection algorithm. Final results are 

displayed on the OLED. The software architecture for 

both devices is similar (see Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Software implementation architecture for standalone device. 

The installation of the standalone device is 

illustrated in Figure 11. The white cable draws power 

from the car charger. 

 
Figure 11. Installation of the standalone device. 

Conclusion 

A frequency-based vehicle idling detection method 

is proposed. A vehicle’s vibration information is analyzed 

to determine the vehicle is moving, idling, or engine off. 

Unlike traditional idling detection methods, the proposed 

method does not require any modification to the vehicle, 

and can be implemented using any handheld device with 

a 3-axis accelerometer, including smart phones and 

tablet computers. Some problems remain to be resolved. 

For example, different vehicles have various features in 

the frequency domain, which may require system 

calibration. In addition, variation in device placement 

may influence detection accuracy, thus a standard 

bracket is needed to hold the device. Future work will 

focus on addressing these issues. 
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